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ABSTRACT 

GLOBAL ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY OF A CLASS OF NONLINEAR 

SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS 

Chen-yao Ho 

Stability results for a class of nonlinear systems which is composed 

of several nonlinear subsystems are obtained by means of Liapunov's 

direct method. The desired Liapunov function is constructed by a 

linear combination of the Liapunov functions for the subsystems. The 

stability condition is expressed in terms of the positive definiteness 

of some matrix. 

Stability results for a class of nonlinear systems and networks 

which are described by vector Lurie type system equations are also 

obtained through an extension of Popov's theorem. Under the assumption 

that, with the nonlinear elements deleted, the system is asymptotically 

stable and nonlinear characteristic of each element is constrained to a 

sector, the steps in the proof of Popov's theorem are followed. The 

stability condition can be achieved by requiring some Hermitian matrix 

to be positive definite. The results are extended to the case where 

time delays are involved. Finally, a system of nonlinear networks 

interconnected by lossless transmission lines is considered. Here both 

time delay and loading effects are introduced. The stability results 



are derived in the same manner as above. 

Examples are included to illustrate the results. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1-1. Introduction of research topic 

Global asymptotic stability (g.a.s.) conditions for a class of 

nonlinear systems and networks are investigated by means of Liapunov 

direct method and an extension of Popov’s theorem. Chapterll derives 

the g.a.s. conditions for the linear interconnection of general nonlinear 

systems. The construction of the Liapunov function for the interconnected 

system is made through the linear combination of Liapunov functions 

for the subsystems. The g.a.s. condition is expressed by requiring some 

matrix, whose order is equal to number of subsystems, be positive definite. 

Begining with the interconnection of two Lurie systerns, Chapter III 

discusses the g.a.s. condition for the interconnection of n such systems. 

The results can be extended to derive the g.a.s. condition for the 

interconnection with time delay. This motivates us to consider the class 

of nonlinear systems in which both several nonlinearities and time lags 

are involved. 

Chapter IV considers a system of nonlinear networks interconnected 

by lossless transmission lines. The corresponding system equations 

generalize what we have derived in Chapter III, It includes times delays 

and loading effects introduced by the transmission lines. All the results 

of Chapterlll and Chapter IV are derived by suitably modifying a lemma in 

the proof of Popov’s theorem. 

I-2. Relation to other authors 

i 
Analysis of g.a.s. condition for the system through the knowledge 

of each subsystems has been investigated by Bailey [1] in which the 
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comparison method is developed. In the present work, we obtain a simplier 

method just by constructing a candidate Liapunov function for the whole 

system and requiring that the Liapunov stability theorem be satisfied. 

For the nonlinear time-invariant system, our results consist of only two 

steps to achieve the stability result while his result need three. 

Various stability results have been obtained for system containing 

several nonlinearities with or without time delay. Ibrabim and Rekasius 

[2] and Jury and Lee [3] consider the system without time delay and in 

[2] a smaller sector is considered. Srinath et al, [4] investigate a 

system less general than that in [2], without time delay. Halanay and 

Popov [5] consider the system with only one nonlinearity. Srinath et al,[6J 

consider the system with one nonlinear element which is slightly more 

general than the Lurie system. By suitably modifying lemma 2 of the proof 

of Popov*s theorem, our results can deal with the system with several 

nonlinearities and time delays* Chapter IV considers the more complicated 

system which consists of a system of nonlinear networks interconnected by 

lossless transmission lines. 

t 
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CHAPTER II 

GLOBAL ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY OF N INTERCONNECTED NONLINEAR SYSTEMS 

 AN APPROACH BY THE LIAPUNOV DIRECT METHOD  

II-l. Introduction, 

In this chapter, the global asymptotic stability (g.a.s.) condition 

for n linearly interconnected nonlinear systems is investigated through 

the knowledge of Liapunov functions for the individual subsystems, each 

of which is assumed g.a.s. when disconnected. The Liapunov function for 

the entire system is constructed from the Liapunov functions for the 

individual subsystems with the knowledge of the interconnection amongst 

them. The g.a.s. condition for the overall system is expressed as a 

requirement that a matrix of order equal to the number of subsystems 

interconnected be positive definite. 

it is always possible to find a Liapunov function consisting of a quadratic 

form in state variables plus an integral of the nonlinear feedback 

characteristic. Thus, our assumption that the Liapunov function for each 

subsystem is known holds for the case of several Lurie systems interconnected 

togather. Such a case is illustrated in the example of the next section. 

II-2. Derivation of Globally Asymptotic Stability Condition 

As is well known, for a Lurie system satisfying the Popov condition 

The i autonomous nonlinear system can be described by 

(2-1). 

T 
i=l (2-2) y.=c. x. 

I I I. 

with f_^(0)=0, where u^, j=l,... m are input vectors and y. i=l 
i 

y • • • y n are 

output vectors, x^=col. (x^,.. y • * • ,x. ),u .=col.(uu. ), 
in." j jl jm/ 
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f (X >-«l.(fu<* ..x )  xln.»* W' 
111 1 

B. . and C. are (n.xm.) real matrix. Each of the subsystems (2-1) and (2-2) 
lj li j . y 

with u =0,j=l,. .. ,m, is assumed g.a.s.. Suppose we can find for (2-l)and (2-2) 

with u =0,j=l,...,m, a Liapunov function with the following properties 

t-1- - INb® 

V. (x. )-> co as 
l l 

V.(x.)>0 V’ x./O and V.(0)=0, 

and 

l l 

<pillxill’ vv^ilNI2. 

(2-3) 

(2-4) 

(2-5) 

where ||... || denotes Euclidean norm and are positive constants, 

Mien n such subsystems (2-l)and (2-2) are linearly interconnected, the 

th 
system dynamics for i subsystem becomes 

x.=f. (x.) + .ilB. ,CT .x, 
1 1 1J J J , 

T 
y.=CTx. 
i ii . 

i=l,. 

(2-6) 

(2-7) 

th 
where B^=0 by assumption, since it represents internal feedback of i 

subsystem and can be included as part of f,(x,). 
ii 

Now, choose a Liapunov function for (2-6) and (2-7) by taking the 

linear combination oc the Liapunov function for the subsystems (2-1) and (2-2), 

that is, 

(2-8) V=isLli.V. 
1=1 1 1 . 

where Vu, i=l,...,n, are nonnegative constants. Consequently, 

V(x)->co as || xi ||—>CO 

V(x)>0 \fx/0 and V(0)=0 . 

(2-9) 

(2-10) 

where x=col(x,,..., x ). 
1 n 

Taking the time derivative of V(x) and using (2-6) and (2-7), we have 

\ V. \V. 
V=.'^rih.V.=.^h.-r-i X, = .ih.™ f.(xj) 

1=1 1 1 1=1 1>X. 1 1=1 i >x. 1 i » y r ° 1 ^ 1 

+ ^hA-l- ^B..CTX. 
1=1 ^xi 

13 2 3- (2-11) 



The first term of the rightmost side of (2-11) represents the sum of time 

derivatives of V£x^) for the subsystems when they are not interconnected. 

By applying (2-4),(2-5)and Schwartz inequality, (2-11) becomes 

'iiihietill xi||2+
iii<ei

hilKII j|JI ®ijl!ll cjSli*jH> <2-12> 
where the norm of a matrix is defined as || X (B. .xB. .) and 

max. IJ ij' n>ax 

denotes the greatest eigenvalue of (...), 

If the matrix 

•*ihi 4<hihiiBi2iF2ii+"2e2llB2|lcilh 

“T ^hX?lll \JC
21 'F

12^2llB2lllClll) ^2h2 

\ 4 h n n 

(2-13) 

is positive definite, then 

Vf f x for some |f>0. (2-14) 

The equations (2-9), (2-10)and (2-14) satisfy the Liapunov stability 

theorem, so the global asymptotic stability of (2-6) and (2-7) can be 

established. We state the results in the form of the following 

Theorem I Consider the linear interconnection of n nonlinear subsystems 

described by (2-6) and (2-7). Suppose there are Liapunov functions for all 

the subsystems satisfying (2-3),(2-4) and (2-5). If the condition (2-13) is 

satisfied, then the system (2-6) and (2-7) is globally asysiptotically stable 

II-3. Example 

The example considers the linear interconnection of two Lurie systems 

having configuration shown in Fig. 1 which are described by 
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and 
x2“V2+b2f2(y2) , 

T 
y2=C2X2 ’ (2-16) 

where the nonlinear characteristics f^(«) and f^O) assumed to satisfy 

(1). f^(«) an<^ ^2^'^ are cont^nuous functions. 

(2). fi(*> 
0k. and f.(0)=0, i=l,2. ^ y. ^ i ' I 

? , 
y I 

The Liapunov functions for (2-15)and (2-16) are 

T * 1 

vi*xiEixi+/<ij0
fi(s:)ds 

V2"X2B2X2%jg2£2(3)dS 

(2-17) 

(2-18) 

where are positive definite matrices andare Pos^t:‘*ve constants. 

The interconnected systems take the forms 

VAlWl<yl)+Xl\C2x2 , 

x2=A2X2+b2£2(y2)+X-2b2Cirxl . 

where \^ are coefficients of interconnection. 

(2-19) 

(2-20) 

Pr2liBill, 

c( . = max. 
r 

IT T T T T 
-(A7B.+B.A.)+2B.b.c:+//.A:c.c;+c.c. 

li li III/IIII II 

•rj i x, 2 T, T 
— c.c.+ .c.b.c.c k. ii liiii . 
I * 

(2-21) 

The systems (2~19)and (2-20) are globally asymptotically stable,if 

AV2>(hflHblC2il+A2p2llb2CIll>- 

I 
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CHAPTER THREE 

G.A. S. OF N LINEARLY INTERCONNECTED LURIE SYSTEMS 

III-l. Introduction 

In this chapter, the global asymptotic stability (g.a.s.) condition 

of n linearly interconnected Lurie systems is considered. Several authors [2], 

[3], [4] and [6] have discussed more general systems with multiple nonlinearities 

and a set of n linearly interconnected Lurie systems may be viewed as a special 

case of such general system. However, the advantage of the present approach 

is that it allows application of the results to the case where there .are 

time delays in the interconnection among individual systems as well as to the 

case where there are both time delays and loading effects introduced into 

the overall system by the interconnection. The latter case occurs when lossless 

transmission lines are used in the connection of nonlinear networks such 

as the case discussed in the next chapter. 

The present approach can improve the results of [2] to obtain a 

larger sector. An example is given to aid illustrating the results. Also 

if the coefficients of the interconnection are considered as parameter, a 

region of parameter space in which global asymptotic stability is guaranteed 

to hold is determined. 

III-2. Linear Interconnection of n Lurie Systems without Time Delay 

For clarity, we merely present the detailed proof of the g.a.s. 

condition for the linear interconnection of two Lurie systems. Extension'* 

of these results to the case of n Lurie systems is straightforward and the 

corresponding results are stated without proof. 

A Lurie system consists of a linear time-invariant part of the system 

with a zero memory nonlinear feedback whose characteristic confined to some 
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sector* It has the configuration shown in Fig.2 and is described by 

x-Ax-Fbf (y), 

y=cTx. (3-1) 

where x,b and c are n-vectors, A is nxn real constant matrix and y is 

a scalar, f(y) is a nonlinear function satisfying 

(A)* At time t, if the input is y(t), the output is f(y(t)), where 

f(«) is a continuous function of the first argument0 Also, there is a 

real positive number k such that 

y 
and f(0)O. (3-2) 

T -1 
The linear time-invariant subsystem G(s)~-c (si-A) b is assumed 

to be nonanticipative and satisfies 

(B)* For any initial conditions, zero input responses z(t) of G(s) 

is (a), bounded on [0,co), (b). uniformly continuous on [0,co) and (c). 

9 1 
both z(t) and z(t) are elements of L [O/^flL1 [0,<*>). 

Let 
m 

(3-3) 

and (C) * The unit impluse responses of G(s) denoted by g(t) is an 

element of L1[o,co)0 Also, let gm=^ag |g (t)j. (3-4) 

In addition, we require: 

(D)» System (3-1) is completely controllable and completely observable 

Consider the two linear interconnected Lurie systems having the 

configuration of Fig.l, whereX^andX^ are coefficients of the intercom 

nection and are assumed to be real* 

The individual subsystems is assumed to satisfy (A),(B),(C) and 
i 

(D)> Subscripts 1 and 2 are used for systems 1 and 2 respectively. The 

system can be described by a set of equations 
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yl<‘t^=Zl(t^"J"o8l(t"r)fl(yl^-)')dT:+/oXlSl^t:“t-)y2(’i:^dC * (3“5) 
and 

y2(t)=z2(t)-J0g2(t-x)f2(y2(t))d+|0A2g2(t-t)yi(t)di: . (3-6) 

Taking absolute values on both sides of (3-5) and (3-6) and using 

the triangle inequality, we have 

bl(t)l ly
l
(T)l dt + lXll Sml/o- y2<T) dt ’ (3-7) 

ly2<t)ISZm2+Sm2k2|oly2(t>ldC+lX2lWo yl(t) dZ • (3-8> 

Add (3-7)and (3-8) 

lyl(t)l+!y2<t)l52m1'
tem2-|™x-(sml

kl+X2 8m2,Em2k2+X 1 *ml > 

•J5(l5,i(t>l+|y2
('!:)l)dt • 0-9) 

Apply the Bellman-Gronwell inequality 

t "“*• fSrfVX 2 gTO2
,8m2k2+X l S,nl ^ 

|yi(t)| +|y2
(t)|<(z

nil
te

m2)e <3-i°> 

In view of (3-10), there is no solution of (3-5) and (3-6) which 

escapes with finite time. The main results of g.a.s. condition for two 

linear interconnected Lurie systems are stated in the form of the following 

Theorem 2. Consider the linear interconnection of two Lurie systems as 

shown in Fig.1, where each subsystems satisfies (A),(B),(C) and (D). If, 

inaddition to l-A^X^G^(s)G^(s) having roots in the left hand plane (LHP) 

only, there are two nonnegative numbers q^and q^ such that the following 

Hermitian matrix 

i-va<T.<Hyw 
1 1 

i - x,>s Wjw) ■ 

* 

1+ (Aa(r,li^fW|4l+Kk)j 

\ 

V <r i Q) (n (fo) [ i J itfz) j 
I - A, Ai 

(3-11) 
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is positive semi-definite for all w^>0, where denotes complete conjugate 

and a small positive constant; then for any finite initial states, the zero 

input responses ^(t) and y^(t) an(^ states of the system are bounded on 

[0,co) and tend to zero as t->00. 

Remark I. The result above theorem hold if inputs are present and satisfy 

the condition (B). 

Remark II. The condition that 1~^]^2^1 ^ave a^- **ts ro°ts in LHP 

can be reduced to the condition that (s^^Cs) have no roots in 

RHP and the roots on imaginary axis be simple, if we further require that 

for nonlinear characteristics confined to the sector (G,k^],i=l,2 the con¬ 

dition of stability-in-the-limit is satisfied for arbitrarily small positive 

That is, the system obtained by replacing each nonlinear function f^(y^) 

by € y must satisfy the condition that l-X^X^G (s ^2^S ^ have all its 

roots in LHP for arbitrarily small positive . 

Thus, without loss of generality, we proceed with the proof of the 

theorem for the case where the corresponding linear system is asymptotically 

stable when the nonlinear characteristics are deleted. The proof of the 

theorem consists of several steps, we shall state two lemmas before going 

into the proof of the theorem. The proof of lemma can be found in [7] 

and the proof of lemma 2 is given in the next chapter in which n=2. 

Lemma 1. If (a) the continuous function f(t) and its derivative df(t)/dt 

are bounded for t^O, (2) the continuous function G(x)>0 for any x/f), 

G(0)=0, and JQG[f(t) ]dt<oo , then £imf(t)=0. 

Lemma 2. If the real value functions g^^t) ,g^^ (t) i and f^\t) i=l,2, 

2 1 
belong to L [0,CD)flL [0,oo) and their Fourier transforms denoted by 
/ N ^ / _y \ 

',(jw)}82 kjw) and } (jw), i=l, 2, respectively are related by 
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and 

g^1\jw)=g^L^(jw)-*11(jw)f^1^(jw)-Hi12(jw)f ^(jw) 

(jw)=g2
2^(jw)H?i21(jw)f ^1\jw)+h22(jw)f (jw) 

(3-12) 

(3-13) 

for some Fourier transforms h..(jw) of real valued function h..(t), 
i J i J 

If 
/Re(h][1(jw)) - S 

(^l2(j
w)'^21^W^^2 

(h“2(jw)+h21(jw))/2 ' 

Re(^22(jw))- J 

is positive semi-definite for all w^O, then 

0(g1
(1)(t)f(1)(t)+gJ2)(t)f(2)(t))dt<c i 

where G is independent of t and is defined by 

C=8Srj l^22) <Jw>I ( |S21} (Jw>l 2dw -°0 / w*. 

and S =lowest eigenvalue of 

Re(h11(jw)) 

(h12(jv7)-H^21(jw))/2 

Proof of the Theorem 

(^12^W^21^W^^2 

Rc(h22(jw)) 

(3-14) 

(3-15) 

(3-16) 

or 

and 

Let us define the functions by 

fi,r(,;)=fi(
yi(t;))> for o^t<rr , 

=0, otherwise. i=l,2 

Then the system dynamics with (3-17)as input are described by 

y LT (t) =z 1 (t) - J osl < t"r^ f IT ^ > dt:+JoXlSl(t_T ^ y 2T ^ dt * 

y
2T (=z 2 ^fc^ "Jog2 ^ t"X ^ f 2T^ dt+IoX2S2 ^ ^ ylT^ ^ dt * 

XlT(t)=VlT(t)+blflT(t)+\blC2X2T(t) 

ylT(t)=ClXlT(t)* 

x2T(
fc) A2X2T^t')+b2f 2T^t^+X2b2ClXlT(‘t^ * 

(3-17) 

(3-18) 

(3-19) 

(3-20) 

y2T(t)=C2X2T(t)* 
(3-21) 
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obviously, y (t) =yi
<‘t^ for t£f0>Tl* 

The assumption that A^A^and A^- 

A1 XlblC2 

X2b2°I A2 

have eigenvalues 

with negative real parts and the defined functions (3-17) ensure that the 

responses x1T(t),x2T(t),y1T(t),y2T(t),x1T(t),x2T(t),y1T(t)and y2T(t) decay 

2 1 
exponentially. Therefore, they are elements of L [0,®)f\L [0,co). 

The responses of the individual subsystems (3-18)and (3-19) can be 

considered to consist of two parts; the initial condition response and 

the forced response, and (3-13)and (3-19) are written as 

(3-22) 

(3-23) 

y1T(t)=z1(t)+y1T(t) , 

y2T(t)=z2(t)+y2T(t). 

In conclusion of the above explanation, y^^(t) ^^(t) a^d y 2^,(0 

2 1 
are also elements of L [0,^)f\L [0,co). Call the Fourier transforms of y-^Ct)* 

yN 
y2T^’Zl^,Z2^,ylT^’y2T^,flT<‘1^ and f2T^ ylT^W^ ’y2T^W‘) ’ Z\» 
/V ^ ^ ^ 

z2(jw),y1T(jw)fy2T(jw),f1T(jw) and "f^Cjw) respectively. 

Taking Fourier transforms of (3-18) and (3-19) with zero initial 

condition, we have 

y'1T(jw)=<J1(jw)(>1y
/
2T(jw)-'f1T(jw)) , (3-24) 

T2T(jw)=G2(jw) (x2'y'1T(jw)-f‘2T(jw)). (3-25) 

G1(jw)f1T(jw)+X1G1(jw)G2(jw)f2T(jw) or 

y1T(jw)= 
L-X^TMG^ 

(3-26) 

y^T(jw)=- 
G
2 ^^ f2T ^w) +^2G1^ G2 ^f1T^ ^ 

l->lX2
Gi(jw)G2(jw) 

(3-27) 

$ This condition is equivalent to G.(s),G (s) and 1-A X G(s)G (s) having 

all their poles in LHP only. 



Let 

and 

-g^1\t)=y1T(t)+q1y1T(t)-f1T(t)/k1 

-g{2\t)=y2T(t)+q2y2T(t)-f2T(t)/k2 

-g^1^ Ct)=z1(t)^1zi(t), 

"g^1^ (t)=z2(
t)'^2^2^t^ ’ 

f(1)(t)=fiT(t
), 

f(2)(t)=f2T(t). 

9 

Taking Fourier transform of the expressions 

>'iT(t)H'qii:iT(':)-£il(t>/ki=Zi(t)'hli^i(t)l5iI<t)+qi>:/iI<t)'fiT(':)/ki 

i=l,2 (3-28) 

gJ1\jw)=g2
1\jw)-(H-jwq1)y1T(jw)+f1T(jw)/k1, (3-29) 

g|[2\jw)=g2
2\jw)-(l+jwq2)y‘2T(jw)+f2T(jw)/k2 (3-30) 

Substituting (3~26)and (3-27) into (3~29)and (3-30), we obtain 

g-^ (jw)=g21^(jw)+k]L1(jw)f1T(jw)-Hii2(jw)/f2i(jw), (3-31) 

( jw)=£*2*(jw)+h21(jw)f1T(jw)4h22(^jw)f2T(jw) . (3-32) 

where 

a 
ii 

(jw) = 
1+jwq. 

rMG^)Gi(jw,+l/k] 

/V 

A 
h 
21 

li-jwq^ 

(iw) ‘PypS-sTF 

l+jwq2 
(Jw) 

>k
1G1(jw)G2(jw), 

X2G1^W^G2^W^* 

1+jwq, 

'll ( j w) -——   — G„(jw)+l/k9 , 
22 l»X1A2G1(jw)G2(jw) 2 2* 

Since the conditions of lemma 2 are satisfied, we conclude that 
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z'00 f (t) f (t) 
0[(y1T(t)+q1y1T(t) )f1T(t)+(y2T(t)-Hi2y2T(t) )f2T(t)]dt 

$C«0 

o r 
dt<C 

(3-33) 

where C is independent of t and depends upon the initial condition response. 

ryi(°) fy2^ 
Adding qj Q ^ Cy2Jo f?/V2^dy2 which is positive because of 

(3-2) to both sides of (3-33) and rearranging, we have 

/o(yi(t)-£i(y
1>/k

1
)£l<yi)dc +jS<y

2<t>-f2(y2)/k2)f2<y2><!t 
/yl (T) fy

2w 

^ljo £l<yl)dylhI2jo £2(y2)dy2 <c* 

•y0(T) 
(3-34) 

where ,y, (0) r
y
2w, 

C*=C+qJ0 
fl^yX'>dyi+q2jo f2<‘y2')dy2 dePcnds uPou the ryo(0) 

initial condition response also. 

The assumption (A) ensures that each integral of (3-34) is nonnegative, 

Hence, for each integral, we have 

Jj(yi(t)-f.(yi)/yi)f.(y.)dt < C*, i=l,2 

and 
fy,.(T) 

q.j n f.(y-)dy. < C*, 
ij 0 ill 

i=l, 2 

We now assume that f^(*) satisfies the stricter condition 
# 

0 < f.^p/y. <3^-6 } 

Hence, 6 "yi(t)dyi < ^Cy*)^ > 

(3-35) 

(3-36) 

(3-37) 

i=l, 2 

# The reason for this assumption is that it may happen that y.(<^) = «3 and 
'CO 
f yet jo^i^yi^dyi < 00 ky properly choosing f^(*)« 
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It follows from (3-36) 

€ y?(T)/2 < C*/ 

°r L 
|y^(T)| < (2C*/€ q^)2 , 1=1,2 (3-38) 

Since the right hand side is independent of t hence T, we then have 

1_ 
|yi(t)| < (2C*/€qt)2 , i=l,2 (3-39) 

The condition (D) and the boundedness of (3-39) ensure that the states 

of the system will also be bounded. Consider (3-35), the integrand is 

always positive and equal to zero if and only if y^(t)=0. Boundedness of 

y^(fc) y^(t) are satisfied from (3-20) and (3-21), By lemma 1, we 

conclude lim y (t)=0 ,i=l,2 
t*co i 

and lim f (y.)=0, i-1,2 (3-41) 
fc^oo 1 i 

The condition (D) and the asymptotical nature of (3-40)and (3-41) 

ensure that every state of the system tends to zero as t-KD , So the theorem 

has been proved for (3-37). We will remove this constraint by changing 

the nonlinear characteristics to 

fieCyi)=fi(yi)+eyi’ i=1'2 (3-42) 

With (3-42) substituted into (3-20)and (3-21), after taking Fourier transform 

we have the transfer relations 

X G1(jw) ^ ^ 
y 1T (j w) (x^y 2T (jw) - f 1T (j w)), 

A G (jw) A A 

y 2T ^ =1+?G“^]W) ^ ^2ylT^W^ ~.f 2T * 

(3-43) 

(3-44) 

or 
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y1T(jw)~ 

[ (1+€G2( jw))G1 ( jw)“f1T( jw) +X1G1 ( jw)G2( jw)f“^( jw) ] 

(l+eGjjwTnT+lG^TFD'-V^ (3-45) 

f2T(jw)=- 
[ (1+^ ( jw) )G2 ( jw) f 2T ( jw) +>^G2 ( jw)G^^ ( jw) f 1T ( jw) ] 

(r^G1‘(Jwy),,(i4TG2("jw))->^X2G
,
1(jwjG2(jw) 

(3-46) 

For sufficiently small €, (3-45),(3-46)and (3-26), (3-27) are not 

different very much, the condition (3-11) follows the condition 

>k-s° 
I \* 

j(1 i(lf j^.)(| + £ff, (j1-))-v 

(3-47) 

is positive semi-definite for all w ^ 0, where S^is small positive constant 

and A = (l^G1(jw)) (l^G2(jw))-X1X2G1(jw)G2(jw)# 

It is always possible to change k^to k^-f26 by decreasing£^>0. SO 

the transformed system obtained by plugging (3-42) into (3-20)and (3-21) 

is g.a.s. for [0,k^+2e], if the original system is g.a.s. for [o,k ]. Now, 

the transformed system is g.a.s. for f^(y^)=0, i=l,2., and € is a small 

positive constant, then the transformed system belongs to the direct 

control case. Since the theorem has been proved with respect to [6,k^H£] 

for direct control case, it is also valid for the original system with ‘ 

f^(y.) confined to [o,k^]. This completes the proof. 

i 
We shall state the results for n linearly interconnected Lurie systems 

without detailed proof. 

The individual subsystem described by (3-1) when interconnected in 
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the most general fashion leads to 

x.=A.x.+b.f. (y.) + ^.X. .b.c^x., 
i 11 i iwi' j^l ij l j j* 

_ T 
y.-c.x. 1 1j••* jH (3-48) 

We require that 

sI-A, 

det. 
-X21b2Cl 

-Kb c* 
nl n 1 

\ i T 

■X12blC2 

sI-A„ 

.-X b CT 
In 1 n 

•-X2nb2Cn 

sI-A 
n 

have all roots in LHP. Denote the Fourier transform of y^f£t) 
anc* 

/\ A 
as defined in (3-17) by Y^T(J

W) anc* i-l,...,n ,respectively. 

From the system dynamics, we have 

or 

yiT(jw)=-Gi(jw)fiT(j
w)-H5i(jw) S XiiyiT^

w^ 
IJ^i J 

1 1 ) « • • jtl (3-49) 

y1T(jw) 1 ~X12Gl^W^ ' * ' 

1 
-G1(jw)‘f1T(jw) 

y2T(j
w) 

• 
-X^GjUw) 1 . . . 

• 
• • - Wjw) 

• • 
-G2(jw)f2T(jw) 

• 
• 

• 

Xx<->! 

• • 
• 

X.I
G

I.
(Jw)  

• • 
• 

• 
• 

-Gn(jw)fnT(jW), 

(3-50) 

Let 

M= 

1 -X12Gl(jw) -hnGl<j”) 

-VG2(i"> 

-X .G (jw) 1 
nl n 

'y.T(j”)=-.&
uij*jT<jw>Gj<jw)/ det-M 

then 
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where M. . is the cofactor of the element of i row and j column of 

matrix M. The g.a.s. condition which is ensured by lemma 2 is stated as 

the following: 

Corollary 1, Consider the case of n Linearly interconnected Lurie systems 

where each subsystem satisfies (A)3(B)s(C) and (D). Assume that (3-48a) has 

roots in LHP only. If there exist nonnegative real constants i=l,..,,n 

such that the following matrix 

I 

2|| cWl.Kl 

t 

I 

(3-51) 

Re JeLM 

is positive serai-definite for all w ^ 0. Then for any finite initial states, 

the zero input responses y^(t) i=l,...,n as well as the states of the system 

are bounded on [0,cO) and tend to zero as t-?co. 

II-3. Example 

Consider the system as shown in Fig, 3 where 0 ^ f^(y.)/y. <c° 1=1,2 

* 

andA^,^ are coe^ficients of the interconnection. 

The condition that l-AjA^G^QwjG^Cjw) have all roots in LHP implies 

that l-X^ < 2 (3-52) 

Re 

(1+jwq^) 

1“^1^2Gl(jw)G2(jw) 1 

for all w > 0. 

G. (jw)- 

[q1W
4+(4q1+l+\1X2qi)w

2+2(2-X1>^)] 

[(2-A]A2)-w
2p+9w; 

>0 (3-53) 
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(l+jwq2) [q1w
4+(2+q2+/\1X2q2)w

2+2(.2-X X ) ] 

^ei—-p-7~-:~(jw) = 5—5 5 >0 (3-54) 
1
"
X
1
X
2
G
1
(J )G2(j ^ 2 [(2-XJ\2>-W

2
]
2
+9W

2 

for all w ^ 0. 

Let q1=q2=€. 

(XI+X2
)2<

 8. 

Then the remaining condition requires 

(3-55) 

Conditions (3-52) and (3-55) define a parameter space in which the 

g.a.s. of the interconnected systems holds. Using and as coordinates 

we plot (3-52) and (3-55) as shown in Fig.4. 

III-4. Linear Interconnection of n Lurie Systems with Time Delay 

Consider the scheme represented in Fig.5# which consists of n 

Lurie systems linearly interconnected a distance apart so that the time 

lag effect can not be neglected. The linear case has been discussed in [8] 

in connection with the study of a master-slave manipulator servomechanism. 

Hanalay and Popov [5] had considered only one nonlinearity. 

As was in the case of III-2, we give a more detailed illustration 

of the g.a.s. condition for the case of two such systems and state the 

results for the case of n such systems. 

The systems equations can be wretten as: 

y1(t)=z1(t)-J,Jg1(t-X)f1(y1(t))dt+xjQg1(t-1:)y2(x-ri)ch: , (3-56) 

y2(
t)=Z

2(
t)-ioS

2(t-
t)f2(y1(

t))dt+x
2j5g2(t-

T)y1(T-1C2)dt . (3-57) 

or 

x1(t)=AJXx(t)+b]X 1c2x2(t-T1)+b1fx(yx(t)), 

T yi(t)=ciXi(t). 

(3-58) 
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and 

i2<t)"V2(t>+b2Vlxl<t-'I:2)+b2E2(!'2(l:))’ 

y2(
t)=c2x2^t^* 

We state the results in the form of the following 

Theorem 3. Consider the linear interconnection of two Lurie systems with 

time delay as shown in Fig.5, where each subsystems satisfies (A),(B),(C) 

and (D) . If, in addition to jw)e having roots 

in LHP, there are two nonnegative real constants and such that 

the following matrix 

Re 
(i+jdi.) 5.1W) + i _ n 1 

i- -\x2WW)e 

\^i 
jv/Zi 

Ai-x x/Ti(ju:)rTijiae- jai(r,-rr%)l "I (t,t Lj) „. „ , v -iisixj+rv) I 

(3-60) 

is positive serai-definite for all w^>0; then tor any finite initial states, 

the zero input responses as well as the states of the system are bounded on [0,co) 

and tend to zero as t*»-co . 

Remark 1. Again, the inputs satisfying (B) are allowed. 

-MT-+0 
Remark 2. The condition that (jw)G2(jw)e ^ have roots in 

-jw(r +T ) have 
LHP can be relaxed to the condition that 1-A^\2G^(jw)e 

no roots in RHP if the roots on the imaginary axis aPe simple and the 

condition of stability-in-the-limit is satisfied. 

The proof of the theorem is based on deriving the transfer relation 
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between the Fourier transforms'y^jw) and f^,(jw)> i=l,2, The system 

dynamics reveals: 

- jwt, 
1 

or 

^1T(jw)=G1(jw)(X1y2T(jw)e i-f1T(jw)), 

-jwr ^ 
y2T(jw)=<;2( jw) (X2y1T(jw)e -f2T(jw)). 

^ -jwt 
G (jw)f (jw)+X G (jw)G (jw)e 1f'9T(jw) 

y, T( )«) -1- 11 ^'+i v  1 

I-XIX2
GICjw>G

2Cjw)e 3 1 r , 

(3-61) 

(3-62) 

(3-63) 

, G9(jw)f (jw)+> G.(jw)G„(jw)e f1T(jw) 
y (iw)=_r_£ 21 2_1 2 11  y2TKJ ' 1
 _ 4T.,/V M-T \ J 

1"'XlX2Gl^W^G2^W^e 

-jw^^) 
(3-64) 

Let 
/h11(j

w)=[(i+jwq1)G1(jw)]/A+k"1, 

✓A ~jwT 
^12(jw)=[(H-jwq1)G]L(jv7)G2(jw)\Le 

1]/A , 

✓x ' -jwt2 

h21^W^=^1+^Wq2^Gl^'^G2^W^2a 1/A > 

-1 
h
22(j

w)=t(l+jwq2)G2(jw)]/A +k2 

-jw(x +r ) 
where A -l-x^G^jw)G2( jw)e 

Follow the same steps as in the proof of Theorem 2, by applying 

lemma 1 and lemma 2, the condition for g.a.s. can be easilt established! 
-jw(T1+x ) 

The distribution of the roots of l-X^X^^(jw)G2(jw)e 1 ^ Can 

be obtained from [9], which provides both necessary and sufficient conditions 

for the roots of a exponential polynomial to lie in LHP. 
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Hie linear interconnection of n Lurie systems with time delay can be 

described by 

• rri 
x. (t)=A.x. (t)+b. f. (y. (t) )+X. .b .c .x. (t-1; .) , 
i 1 1 1 IJ i j ]' IJ ’ 

J -t 

i=l,...,n (3-65) y.(t)=c.x.(t). 
I li 

We require that 

jwI-A. 

det. 

V , T 
' 21b2Cl° 

. x S ‘JWtnl 'VnV 

X i 'Jwtl2 “VlV 

jwI-A, 

,-X b e e 
In 1 n 

T -JwTm 

, , T 
•-^aV 

jwI-A 

(3-66) 

have all its roots in LHP. From the system dynamics, we have 

/S 
y 

^ n A 

iT(jw)=-G(jw)fiT(jw)d<J(jw)yX y (jw) 
j=l J J 

- jwt 
1J 

i=l,...,n 
j H 

(3-67) 

or 

/ "jWl12 “jwTlJ 
I -\12G1(jw)e   “>lnGl(jw)e “ y1T(jw) 

"3WT?1 ~jw1C9n 
-X21G2(jw)e I  ->>2nG2(jw)e 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 

y2T(jw) 
• 
• 
• > 

• • • 

-jwt , 

-\aQn(Jw)e ” :  1 

1 

• 

ynT(j«)/ 
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G1(jw)f1T(jw) 

G2(jw)?2T(jw) 

N (3-68) 

n 
then 

> • • • (3-69) 

th th 
where N. . is the cofactor of the element of i row and i column of 

ij 

matrix N# Tlie g.a.s. condition is stated as the following 

Corollary 2. Consider the case of n linearly interconnected Lurie systems 

with time delays where each subsystem satisfies (A), (B) , (C) and J^D^. If, 

in. addition to (3-66) having roots in LHP, there exist nonnegative real 

constants i=l,...,n such that the following matrix 

is positive semi-definite for all w ^ 0. Then for any finite initial states, 

the zero input responses as well as the states of the system are bounded 

on [0,oo) and tend to zero as t->co . 1 

(3-70) 
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III-5. System with Several Nonlinearities and Time Delay 

With the motivation of the approach used in the previous sections, 

we can proceed with a more general system containing sevsral nonlinearities 

and time delay. The scalar case has been considered by [5]. Let’s consider 

the system described by 

x(t)=Ax(t)-fBx(t~T)-fCf (y(t)), 

y(t)=DTx(t). (3-71) 

where A,B are nxn constant matrices, 

C,D are nxm constant matrices, 

y(t) is mxl column vector5 

f(y(t))= coU(f1(y1(t)),(f2(y2(t))> ><yyn(t))1’ 

and 

x(t-T)=col. [x1(t-I1),x2(t-t2), ]. 

Let 

G(jw)=-DT(jwI-A-Be"jl/C)C. (3-72) 

Following the same steps as in the previous sections, we obtain the 

Theorem 4. Consider the system described by (3-71) which satisfies the 

assumptions (A),(B),(C) and (D). The system is g.a.s., if there is a 

diagonal matrix Q with nonnegative elements such that 

inf. X • {Re[(I+jwQ)G(jw)]+K“1)=S> 0 . 
0 <w<00 

mm. 

where X . [•..} denotes the lowest eigenvalue of {. mm. 
.) and K=diag. (k^k , 

• • • j k ) • 7 n 
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CHAPTER IV 

G.A.S. OF A SYSTEM OF NONLINEAR NETWORKS 

INTERCONNECTED BY LOSSLESS TRANSMISSION LINES 

IV-1. Introduction 

Many a large electronic system today consists of a set interconnected 

networks located at appreciable distances from one another. While the 

networks themselves behave as lumped parameter systems, their intercon¬ 

nection takes place through transmission lines, which introduce time 

delays in the system as well as loading effects at the input and output 

ports of the networks. This may render the overall interconnected system 

unstable even though the individual networks, when considered separately, 

are stable. An illustration of such a system is shown in Fig.6. 

For the case in which the networks are linear and time-invariant 

and the transmission lines are lossless, a set of sufficient conditions 

for the asymptotic stability of the interconnected system has been derived 

by Brayton [10]. If the networks are nonlinear it is possible to use 

these conditions to guarantee the local asymptotic stability of the 

equilibrium state of the overall system by simply linearizing the network 

equations about their equilibrium points. 

In the present chapter a frequency domain condition for the global 

asymptotic stability of a system such as the one alluded to above is 

developed. The transmission lines are assumed lossless and the networks , 

nonlinear and of the following type: Each network consists of a linear' 

time-invariant, lumped parameter, multiport network with a voltage-controlled 
i 

nonlinear resistor or charge-controlled nonlinear capacitor (or current 

-controlled nonlinear resistor or flux linkage-controlled nonlinear inductor) 
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connected in parallel (series) with the terminals of each of its output 

ports; the voltage-current, voltage-charge or current-flux linkage rela¬ 

tionship for each nonlinear element are assumed to lie in a sector. 

It is also assumed that the linear interconnected system obtained 

by appropriately deleting the nonlinear elements, in the way indicated 

later on in the chapter, is asymptotically stable. This may be achieved 

by requiring, for example, that such a linear system satisfy Brayton* 

condition [10]. 

In the following sections, the equations for the individual networks 

and for the interconnected system including the transmission lines are 

developed. Section 3 contains a modification and extension of a lemma of 

V. M. Popov [7],[11] which allows us to establish our main stability result 

in section 4. The example in section 5 illustrates the stability condition 

obtained. 

It is worthwhile to point out at this stage the difference between 

these results and the ones that have appeared in the literature on the 

subject. 

The g.a.s. condition of Lurie systems with multiple nonlinearities- 

but without time delays has been investigated by other authors using both 

frequency domain techniques [2,3] and Liapunov direct method [4]. The 

present approach represents a modification and extension of these authors* 

results required by the more general structure of the input and output , 

equations of the system considered. 

Popov and Hanalay [5] have discussed the g.a.s. of a Lurie system 

possessing a single nonlinearity with retarded argument. Their result 
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would apply to a network with a pure delay line, that is a line in which 

signals propagate in only one direction. The present chapter takes into 

account both tlVe incident and reflected waves appearing in each of the 

lossless transmission lines in the system. As a consequence, the set of 

system equations contains algebraic equations that relate the incident and 

reflected waves at the terminals, which do not appear in the Popov-Hanalay 

system. 

IV-2. The Network and System Equations 

The system S under consideration consists of n networks, j=l, 

...,n, of the type described above interconnected by m lossless transmission 

lines. Much of the effort in the present section in to devote to the 

(i) 
derivation of the state variable equations for the individual network , 

the aggregate of these networks, as well as the transmission lines that 

interconnect them. These equationa are reduced to a form suitable for 

application to them of the results of the subsequent sections. 

IV-2-1. The Individual Network Equations 

We assume that each network j=l,.. .n, possesses nu input 

ports and m_. output ports, where nu and m_. are non-negative integers such that 

n 
m. 

Let us agree to denote by u^^ (=u^*^ (t)) ,1=1,.. ,m., the voltage vf^or 
•*- «** J * 

current i. , at time t, at the endpoint of the transmission line connected 

to the i ^ input port of the network Let also u^ (=u^^ (t)) =1, 

...,m^, denote the variables complementary to uP\ that is, if 
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then and if u^ = i;^ then*u^ = v^ 
# — x A. — ^ J JL — ^ .— A 

(j) Tlie output ports of each network y^J/, j = l,...n, may be grouped 

into the following four subsets as shown in Fig. 7: 

(1) dj ports have a nonlinear voltage-controlled resistor connected 

in parallel with each port. The current into each of the resistors is 

related to the respective port voltage y^*^ (q=l,... ,dby a not-nece- 

ssarily-linear* function ^q^(Yq^) (q=l, • • • >dj) • We may thus assume 

that to each of these d_. ports is connected a current source supplying 

a total current of - (<p^^ (y to the network, where ^y^^ denotes 
4 4 4 4 

the current into the transmission line, at time t, at the respective 

output port. 

(2) Ports have a nonlinear current controlled resistor 

connected in series with each port. The situation is analogous to the 

previous case with the role of voltage and current reverse. Now, the 

currents through and the voltages across the nonlinear resistors are 

(j) (j) (j) ,„(J) (jK(j), th 
respectively +1> - - • and ? d il (yd +P ’ " ' ,(ih (yh At the q 

j j j j j j 
port, q=d +1,...,hj, the effect of the loading is equivalent to the appli¬ 

cation of a voltage source of value (<p^^ (y^^ )‘^q^) > where is the 

voltage on the transmission line at this port. 

(3) JJj ports hace a nonlinear charge controlled capacitor in para¬ 

llel with each port. The charges in the nonlinear capacitors are denoted by 

w^*^... ,w^*^while the corresponding voltage are expressed by 

• • •, V (p (w^*^) • The current flowing into the transmission lines at these 

ports are denoted by.... . The total loads at these ports are , 

   j     , 
* Henceforth the term "nonlinear11 will mean "not necessarily linear". 
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treated as voltage sources of va lue lj»^(w^),...,\J>^(w^). 

with the nonlinear i inductors, >|/(0
j)
+1(w

(
n
j)
+1),...^h (w,

J_h > are the 

j j j j 

(4) Finally, (nu-(hj+JL)) ports have a nonlinear flux-linkage 

controlled inductor connected in series with each port. This case is 

analogous to case (3), with charge and current replaced by flux linkage 

and current. Thus w^P ,w^t denote the flux linkage associated 
*.-H ra.-h. 
J J J 

rr+1
(“jJv ",<3) /JJ) 

j J 
currents flowing into the inductors and entering the respective transmission 

~j( i ) i ) 
lines, and z z , the voltages on the transmission lines where 

’ 0 .+1 m.-h. 43 

* J J J 
the inductors are connected. 

With the above notational agreements it is possible to write the 

following equation for the state vector x^^ of the linear part of the 

, Jj) 
network Y| 

x( j)=A^^x^^+B^^u^^-l-C^^ [ cp^ (y^ )+y^ (w^ ) , (4-1) 

where x^ = col. c«> 
PJ 

s 
), U 

(j)_ W(j) '(j) col.(u'"^ ,...,uVJ/) (and similarly 
m. 
-J 

with u^h, col.(yJj\...,y^h, col.(y^...,'y^), 
j j 

\p(j)(w(j))= col. (vp^ (w^j)),...,(w<J>h )), w
(j)= col.(w(j)...,w^j^h ), 

j j j j j j 

C?
(j)(y(j))=col.(cP^>(y(j>),...,Cf

(j)(y^)), A( j) ,B( j) ,C( j) and D(j) are 

real constant and respectively (p_.xp^), (p^x ^j) anc* (PjX 

matrices and = d/dt. 

To (4-1) it is necessary to add the following equation that assures 
i 

satisfaction of Kirchhofffs current and voltage laws at the output ports 

connected to nonlinear capacitors and inductors: 
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w(j)= j) (y^)*fy^ J+H^-ij/^ (w^)-z^ , (4-2) 

where z^= col. (T^,... ,z^^h ), and E^\ G^,and H^ are real 

' J • j 

constant and respectively ((m.-h.)xp.), ((m. - h ) x m ), ((m-h)xh) 
JJ J Jj~J Jjj 

and ((mj“ hj) x (m^-h^)) matrices. 

At this point it is convenient to partition \|/^(w^^) in the form: 

y0 VJ>> =£ + Vi>) (4-3) 

where 6 is an arbitrarily small positive constant. 

By means of (4-3), the equation (4-1) and (4-2) are rewritten as 

x^ = A^x^ + £D^w^ + B^u^ + -I- 

D(j)^(j)(w(j)) + c(j)y(j) (4-4) 

i(j) .]!(J)x<j) +£H(J)w(J) +F(%<3) +G(jy3VJ>> + 

ll(jy-'>(w(j)) +G(j,7<J)-~(j). (4-5) 

The state of the combined linear and nonlinear parts of the network 

is represented by the composite vector col. (x^\w^^). Then 

corresponding to (4-4) and (4-5) we have the output equations 

y(j)=K(j)x(j)+eN(j)w(j)+La)-ir(j) +M(j)fa)(y(j)) + 

w(j)= w(j). 

(4-6) 

(4-7) 

where and N^^are real constant matrices. 

S^r To complete the set of equations associated with y|VJ/we include 

the complementary variable equation 

u(j) = p(j)x(j)+g + Q^u^+ R^\p^\y<‘^) + 

sayj)(w(j))+ R(j)-(j)f (4-8) 
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where R^^and are real constant matrices. 

IV-2-2 The Equations for The System of Networks 

In order to combine the.equations (4-4) through (4-8) corresponding 

to each network j= l,...,n, into a single set of equations we intro¬ 

duce the following additional notation. 

We will denote by x the state vector of the linear part of the 

aggregate of lumped networks, by w the state vector of the set of all 

nonlinear capacitois and inductors, and by x the state vector of the complet 

lumped system. Thus 

x ~ col. (x^\... . ,x^ ) , (4-9) 

w = col. (w^,. . .. ,w^) , (4-10) 

and 

x = col.(x, w), (4-11) 

The complete input vector and its complementary vector are respec¬ 

tively 

and 

i , (1) (n). 
u = col.(u ,....,u ), 

rss - ^(1) ~(n) v 
u = col.(u ,....,u ). 

(4-12) 

(4-13) 

Similarly the following vectors pertaining to the output variables 

of the complete lumped system are defined: 

y = col. (y^b , 

y" = col. (y^b  

z” = col. (z^b .... y. ^nb, 

r = col.(y, w), 

(4-14) 

(4-15) 

(4-16) 

(4-17) 

s = col.(y, z). (4-18) 

We also introduce the vector nonlinear functions of the output 

variables of the overall lumped system: 
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l(y) = col.(C?(1)(y(1)),....,T(n)(y(n))), (4-19) 

l(w) = col.(ji(1)(w(1)),....,i(n)(w(n))). (4-20) 

qj(r) = col. (9 (y) ,i(w)). (4-21) 

Finally, in order to express the equations describing the overall 

system in a convenient form we introduce the following matrices: 

A = Diag.(A(1\ ,A(n)) (4-22) 

D = Diag.(D(1), ,D(n)) (4-23) 

E = Diag.(E(1), ,D(n)) (4-24) 

H=Diag.(H^\ ,H(n)) (4-25) 

A C*D 
A = " “ (4-26) 

E e H 

B=Diag.(B(1\ ,B(n)) (4-27) 

F = Diag.(F(1), ,F(n)) (4-28) 

B = col.(B, F) (4-29) 

C = Diag.(C(1), ,C(n)) (4-30) 

D = Diag.(D(1\ ,D(n)) (4-31) 

G = Diag. (G^,... . ,G^nb (4-32) 

H=Diag.(H(1\ ,H(n)) (4-33) 

1C D 
C = (4-34) 

G H / * ' 

I = Appropriate unit diagonal matrix (4-35) 
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D = 
C 0 

G -I 

K = Diag.(K^1^  ,K^n)) 

N = Diag.(N(1\ ,N(n^) 

K = 
K 6 N 

0 I 

L = Diag.(L(1), ,L(n), 0) 

M = Diag.(M(1\ ,M(n^) 

M = 

N = 

M N 

0 0 

M 0 

0 0 

P = Row(Diag. (P^, ...., P^) , Diag. . ,6S^n^)) 

Q = Diag.(Q(1),....,Q(n)) 

(4-36) 

(4-37) 

(4-38) 

(4-39) 

(4-40) 

(4-41) 

(4-42) 

(4-43) 

(4-44) 

(4-45) 

(4-46) 

(4-47) 

(4-48) 

S = Diag.(R(1), ,R(n\ 0) 

R = Row(Diag. (R(1\ ,R(n)), Diag.(S(1), ,S(l1^)) 

0_ = Appropriate matrices with only zero elements. 

By means of the above notation, the behavior of the system of 
i 

networks n(J). j= 1,. •. ,n, is described by the set of equations 

x = Ax + Bu + c<p(r) + Ds , (4-49) 

r = Kx + L“u + M<f(r) + Ns , ' (4-50) 

u = Px + Qu + R«j>(r) + 3s . (4-51) 
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To complete the description of the overall system we have yet to 

obtain the relationships among the input and output variables through the 

transmission lines. 

IV-2-3. The Transmission Line Equations 

th 
For the lossless transmission line, the voltage v^(j?,t) and 

current i^(^,t), at any point at a distance * along the line and time t, 

are described by the set of partial differential equations 

^ Vi 
and C. 

or 

_ rvVfii and V 
2 " 

i-li 

It 

v; 

•St2 

(4-52) 

(4-53) 

where L- and C* are the line inductance and capacitance per unit length 

2 
and r. = 1/(L;C?). According to well-known properties of the solution of 

(4-52) or (4-53), we may write each of the variables v.(^,t) and i;(^,t) 

as the sum of an incident wave (denoted by the superscript f) and a reflected 

wave (signaled by the superscript -): 

-K 
(4-54) 

(4-55) 

we also kno\7 that the incident variables and the reflected variables are 

related by 

+ 
^q,t) = Z^i-t^t) and (4-56) 

1/2 / th 
where Zj = (Ll/Cj^) is the characteristic of the A, transmission line. 

Combing (4-54),(4-55) and (4-56)'we obtain , 

+ 
v 

(|,t) =|[vl(^,t) - Z; i;c(^,t)] , 

=|[v.(^,t) +Z;i.(^t)l. 

(4-57) 

(4-58) 
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Let us now denote v;(0,t) and i;(0,t) (the line voltage and current 

on the output part end of the line) simply by v^(= v^(t)) and i^( = i^(t)); 

and v^(A^, t) and i^(A^, t) (the line voltage and current at the endpoint on 

thesideof the input port to which it is connected, here A^denoting the 

length of the X ^ line) by v^(t)) and jL^t)). Finally, let ^X 
th 

denote the time delay associated with the whole length of the X. line. 

Evaluating v^(^,t) given by (4-58) at^ = 0 and ^ =TV, we obtain 

(4-60) below, and proceeding similatly with v.(>,t) expressed by (4-57), 
^ 7 

we arrive at (4-59): 

v^(t) - ZiiJL(t) = v;(t-Tl) - Z-iL(t-ti), (4-59) 

v.(t) -I- Z^i^t) = + z;i^(t-ti). (4-60) 

These equations are in the form used by Brayton [10]. 

The set of all m transmission lines when described by equations of the 

form (4-59) and (4-60) give rise to the vector equation: 

v(t) -Z 0 i(t) 0 I v(t-T) 0 -z 
= + 

v(t) 
i 

0 Z i(t) I 0 
1 

v(t-t) 
) 

Z 0 i(t-t) 

where v = col.(v^,.•.,v^), i = col.(i^,...,i^), v and i being similarly 

defined, Z = Diag.(Z^,...,Z^), I = unit diagonal matrixm (t-r) = 

col. (t-T ,. . ., t-r ) and v(t-^c) = col. (v- (t-T^ ),.... ,v (t-'C )) and similarly 
1 m 1 1 m m 

with the other variables. 

The above variables are related to the more general input and output 

variables u(t), ui(t), y(t), w(t), ^(w(t)) and 's(t) by non3ingular transfor- 

t 

mation of the form 
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and 

v(t)| L1 L2 
u(t) 

i(t) L3 L4 / u"(t) 
1 

v(t)' M2 “3 ' 

i(t) 
/ U M5 M 

L’ ^ = 1,.. .,4, and 1= 1 

(4-62) 

y(t) ' 

<• w(t) + l(w(t)) 

s(t) 

(4-63) 

only be zeros or ones. We note that in order to reach all the voltage and 

current output variables we have had to compose the vector on the right 

side of (4-63) as indicated. 

Combining (4-61), (4-62) and (4-63) we obtain 

\ 
(ML- ZM4) (M2 -ZM5) (M3 - ZM6) 

+ 

(Mj_ +ZM4) (M2 + ZM5) (M3 + ZM6)! 

(Lx + ZL3) (L2 + ZL4) 

u 

/ 

(t) 

u(t) 

(LJ-ZL3) (L2- ZL4) 

y(t) 

fw(t) +']!.("(t)) 

~(t) 

y(t-x) 

£w(t-x) -f-'J^(w(t-X)) 

sU-t) 

/ 

0 0 

/ 

u(t-X) 

u(t-r) 

(4-64) 

Thua (4-49), (4-50), (4-51) and (4-64) completely describe the 

overall system . 1 

The above equations are based on the validity of the port structure 

that we have assumed. In order to avoid the destruction of such a structure 
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by the presence of circulating currents that may result from the intercon¬ 

nection, we make the assumpt on: 

j=l,...,n, in which circulating currents may otherwise exist, assume that 

at each input port there is a 1:1 ideal transform (which will prevent 

circulating currents from appearing). 

IV-3, Introductory Results 

In order to derive our main stability result we require the following 

two lemmas. Lemma 1 is a well-known result of V.M.Popov [7],[11] while 

lemma 2 represents an extension of another lemma also by V.M. Popov [7],[11]. 

Lemma l.(V.M. Popov). If (a) the real value continuous function f(t) 

and its derivative df(t)/dt are bounded for all tpOy (b) the real valued 

continuous function g(s) is positive for all real s/-0 and g(0)=0, and 

(Al) In those cases of an interconnection of the networks 

co 

Lemma 2. Consider the vector functions f(t) = col.(f^(t),...,f^(t)), 

= col. (g^(t),...,g^(t)) and g^2\t) = col. (t) ,. . . ,g^ (t)) 

m, are real valued functions 

, • • • , 

12 A A A 
belonging to L [0,co)AL [o,co) . Denote by f(jw) = col. (f^( jw) }. . , f f (jto)) , 

g^(jw) = col. (g^Q-J),. . . ,g^(j^)), andg^(>0) = col. (g^( j«0 ,. .. 

( o\ 
..,g^ '(ju))) their Fourier transforms. If there is a m x m matrix J^(ju)) 

m 

, • •« 

such that for allco^ 0 

^^(j*) =<g^2\jw) +/^0>)f(j“0 , (4-65) 

and 

0 <C u) <oorain 2 
inf W) >T]} = 5 > 0 (4-66) 
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(where \ . {...}= lowest eigenvalue of the superscript T denotes 
' mm 

transposition and * complex conjugation ); then 

where 

-j’o<g(1)(t), f(t)> dt < c 

8ICS 
dt 

(4-67) 

(4-68) 

(Above, ^ ...... and|| ...|| denote the (hermitian) scalar product and 

norm in the unitary space Em). 

Proof: Applying Parseval's theorem to f(t), g^^(t) and g^^(t) we obtain 

r<g(i)(o,f(t)>dt=~ [<g(i)(j^,jf(jw)>duj 
Jo J-co 

/■CO / 00 

]( g^2^ (j^),f(j^))dtO + ~ <^(» 1:(pj), f(jW))>dcO (4-69) 

J L -co -(0 
Since the left-most side of (4-69) is real valued we have 

/*CD Afi 

(g^1\t),f(t))dt = ~ Ue{<g<‘2^(jui),f(jio)>)du) 
yo ;-co 

r03 

+
 2K (^( +'^ ( r)^ ( Jt0) » f ( J10)) d W 

-CO 

rCP (<& 

= Re[(g(2)(j^),f(jw)]d^ + <f(j^),f(j^)>dw 

SCO 

+2~ ] ([fycM +^(j*>)*T) -5i]t(M,f(j^))dw 

— CD 

2TC 

rCP rCO 

s1/2f(j“) +-|s1/2s<2>(j^|pdw- 
2. 1 l„r-l/2t(2)(.w)||2dia 

-co -CO 

+ —|<c|^/(j^) +^(j«J)*T) - 5*1] '^(jw),t(jw)>dw . 

-CO 

(4-70) 

In the rightmost side of (4-70), the first and third integrals are 

non-negative, the latter by virtue of (4-66). Hence the result of the 

lemma follows. 
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Remark. At the 1969 International Symposium on Circuit Theory where this 

chapter was written as a paper to be presented, C.A. Desoer pointed out 

that the result of lemma 2 had been proved in a more general setting in 

a paper by him and Lee [12]. 

IV-4. Global Asymptotic Stability Conditions 

In order to be able to apply Fourier transform techniques to the 

system (4-49)-(4-51) and (4-64) we consider, in a way analogous to Popov*s, 

the solutions resulting from the assumption thatcp(r(t)) is the input to 

the system acting only over a finite time interval 0 ^ t < T, where T > max.tTj, 

X = l,...,m ( being set equal to 0 for t > T). To indicate that the variables 

are obtained under this condition we use the subscript T. Thus (4-49)-(4-51) 

are replaced by 

xff = AXT + BUT 4 C?T 4 DST , 

rT = KXT + UTT + MfT + NS”T 

uT = P*T + QUT + R?T + S§*T . 

(4-71) 

(4-72) 

(4-73) 

At this point we make the following additional assumptions: 

(A2) <p[j)(yij>), J = and ^ (w^j)), j =1,.. 

,n, 1 = h J* l,...,m are Lipschitzian. 

(A3) There are positive constants k^,... ,k^,k^. .. 
1 m^ V 9

 m * 

.•,k^^,...,k^n^ , and such that (see Fig. 9) 

0 < q>(P(y(P)/y(P $ k(P, -co< y
(j)<co , l =l,...,h.. (4-74) 

£< \lfP(w^P)/v/R < k^P+4 , -d><w^<<0 , j=l,... ,n, i =h.+l,... ,m.. T ^ x x, 3 J 

(4-75) 
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(A4) The linear system $?, obtained from the original system, including 

the transmission lines, by setting the vector <p(r) equal to zero, is 

exponentially asymptotically stable. This may be achieved by requiring 

thatS1 satisfy Brayton’s conditions [10]. 

Assumption (A3) may be weakened by decomposing any nonlinear element 

into a parallel (series) combination of a linear negative resistor-,capacitor 

or inductor and a nonlinear resistor, capacitor or inductor having the 

the desirable properties. The resultant linear negative resistors, capacitors 

and inductors are lumped with the linear part of the system which is then 

required to satisfy assumption (A4). 

Condition (A4) assume that in the system 1 a linear part of each 

load capacitor and load inductor is left connected to the system. Assumption 

(A4) also implies that for every bounded initial condition the variables 

1 2 
in (4-71)-(4-73) are made of elements of L [0,a>)fiL [0/^) and hence are 

Fourier transformable. 

It is the g.a.s. conditions of null solution of (4-49)-(4-51) and (4-64) 

are to be investigated. 

Let us now Fourier transform the variables in (4-71)-(4-73) (using 

a A on a variable to denote its Fourier transform) and relate the trans- 

formd variables by means of transfer functions associated with these 

variables. This gives 

' A A A , 
r
T( jw) Wj.Cji-O W2(jco) 

/ 
W (jeo) 

/ 

uT(juJ) 

+ 

w5(j*> 

6 / 

<PT(j«) (4-76) 

where 
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W^jto) = K(jtcl - A)"1 D + N, (4-77) 

A -1 
W2(ju>) = K(j««I - A) 1 B + L, (4-78) 

W3(jw) = P(jw>I - A)"1 D + S, (4-79) 

A _1 
W4(j»>) = P(jull - A) B + Q, (4-80) 

W5(j^) = K(jwl - A)"1 C + M, (4-81) 

W6(j«>) = PCj«ai - A)"1 C + R. (4-82) 

Transformation of (4-64) in turn leads to 

(Mx - ZM4) (M2 - ZM5) (M3 - ZM6) 
A \ 
yT(j^) 

C-w (jtO) + f (jw) 

-jwG -ju>0„ ' ~ jioO 1 i 
A 

(Mj^ +ZM4)e 
1 (M2 +ZM5)e (Rj «M6)e 

/ 

?T(M y 

/ - jtOG -jwO 1. \ 
(I-! - ZL}e (L2 - ZL4)e uT(j«) 

A 
(L1 + ZL3) (i.2 + zy 1 ( uT(ju>) y 

where 

Dicig* • • • >*C y (4-84) 

= Diag.(Th+i,...,Xm), (4-85) 

n 
= Diag,(O^,02)> and h = 

4=1 J 
(4-86) 

By inverting the nonsingular matrix on the right side 'of (4-83) we obtain 

uT(jw)1 

A 

A A A 1 yT(j^) 

= 

Sx(j«A) 

A 

s2(j«*) 

A 

s3(j«*) 

A 1 

1 

^•wT(jt^) + |T(j^) 

uT(jw) 
/ 

S4(jW) s5m s6<« / Vjrf) 
1 1 

(4-87) 
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where the definition of the matrices S-(jth),X= 1,,..,6, from (4-83 ) is clear. 

Let 

A /y A 
S2(juJ) = Row(0,S2(jcl)), 

%(j^) = Row(s4(jw)),c-s5(jul)), 

A 
Of 
S5(ju)) = Row(0,S5(j0J)). (4-88) 

Then (4-76) and (4-87) together with (4-83) and (4-88) lead to 

0 

-s^(j^) 

-s,.(j ) 

■ W^jCO) 

-w3(jw) 

-S3(ju5) 

0 

I 

I 

0 

-w2(j<^) 

-w4(ji») 

0 

^ rT( j"3) 

uT(j^). 

\%Mj 

/A \ I W5(j «3) 

w6(jw) 

T2(J«) 

\^5(jL0)/ 

^(jd) 

(4-89) 

By inverting (4-89) we finally obtain 

rT(j«0) = -$(ju>)$ (jtf), (4-90) 

V7here the definition of the matrix transfer functionP/(jco) by inversion of 

(4-89) is clear. 

Let us now consider the time domain responses r^t), which can be 

written as 

rT(t) =OC(t) +yT(t) (4-91) 

where Xl(t) is the initial condition response and y^(t) ,the forced response. 

• 1 2 
By (A4), the components of both ^C(t) and^X(t) belong to L [0,co)nL [0,oo) 

for all bounded initial conditions. Similarly with the components of the 
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forced response y^(t)# Finally since the components of y (t) (and hence of 

have continuous derivatives on [0,T], because they satisfy (4-53), 

and decay exponentially on [T,oo), it follows that the components of y (t). 

JL 12 
(and hence of y (t)) belong to L [0,°°)nL [0,oo). 

Let £tbe a m x m constant diagonal matrix with real non-neagtive 

elements and 

X = Diag.(k(Jh...,k("b. (4-92) 

In a x^ay analogous to that of Popov let us consider the equality 

rT(t) +&rT(t) ->CVTCt> =X(t) +aX(t) + yT(t) +0tyT(y)- T(t) 

Substituting into (4-90) and letting 

rT(t) +Q.rT(t) 

X (t) +Qx(t) = -g(2)(t), 

cPT(t) = f(t). 

and then taking Fourier transforms we get 

(4-93) 

(4-94) 

(4-95) 

(4-96) 

A(l)„. >(2) •1 A, 
g'*'(j«0 »tVw(j«>) + [(1+ M3W(jw) (4-97) 

A 
where by virtue of (4-90) we have invoked the relation yf^(j^) = - jt/.( jtc)cp ( jw) < 

Suppose now that 

inf xmin(|[(i + jcoQ)7$(j^) + ((i +.r-ja)i?(j«))"T] +X"1} =£> o. 
0 ^tO<co 

Then by lemma 2, 

fCO * , 

]o ^
r

T(t) +Q.rT(t) - dt < G 

(x(y) +&r(t) - X”V^r^c))» (F(r(t)))dl: < c> 

(4-98) 

(4-99) 

(4-100) 
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where the positive constant C depends on the initial condition responses 

of the system but is independent of T. 

(4-100) is equivalent to 

i:< -i 
r(fc) "K~ Sp(r(t))>cP(r(t)))dt + < C* 

Jo T 

where 

C* = C + 
rr(0) 

f < cf(r(t)), Q.dr> . 

JO 

(4-101) 

(4-102) 

(4-101) implies that each of the integrals of its left member is 

bounded. 

Much in the same way as in the proof of V.M.Popov's theorem, the 

boundedness of the second integral for arbitrarily large T implies that 

||r(t)|| is uniformly bounded on 0 ^ t <co (for bounded initial condition). 

The boundedness of the first integral together with lemma 1 then guarantee 

that lim r(t) = 0, We will show that this in turn implies that lim x(t) = 0. 
t-^oo t*><o 

th 
In fact consider the JL transmission line and without loss of 

generality assume that the nonlinear element connected to it is a capacitor 

or a voltage controlled resistor, and hence r^(t) = v^(0,t). 

In view of (4-53), the voltages v^(^,t) and vj(£,t) in IV-2-3 are 

+ - + 
functions of the form f. (^ -rftt) and f^(^+-7Xt). Hence the currents L (^,t) 

and i. (Kt) are functions of the form (1/Zi)f1*( £ '-Y. t) and (-1/Z )f.(£ 4 Tit). 

We have proved that lim v.(V,t) = lim r. (£,t) = 0. litis implies, 
t->>00 X / t-T’CO 

K
 / 

according to (4-54) and the above functional form, that 
I 

lim v (^,t) = lim[ft(^-)lt) + f-(^+^t)] =0, 0 < £ < (4-103) 

t "^CO t-Vco / ' 

It then follows from (4-52) that 

lim i (£,t) = constant <°°, 0 < £ < TV... 
-t->co X t ' r - * 

(4-104) 
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exists. This limit must equal zero because of the strict passivitity of 

the impedance looking through the terminal where the nonlinear element is 

connected. 

Since this result holds for all the transmission lines,we conclude 

that lim r(t) = 0 implies that lim iT(t) = lim 1T(t) = lim °f(r(t)) = 0. 
t*co t->oo t->a? t-^co 

This and the fact that A is strictly stable imply that x(t) satisfying 

(4-49) tends to zero as t^>coy thus concluding our proof. 

This result is summarized in the following: 

Theorem 5. Consider a system $ of n nonlinear networks interconnected by 

lossless transmission lines, described by equations (4-49),(4-50), (4-51) 

and (4-64), and some sector constants £ and k^\ j = l,...,n, l,...m,. 
j 

Suppose that the assumptions (A1)-(A4) hold. If there is a constant diagonal 

matrix Q- with non-negative elements such that (4-98) holds, then the system 

5 is globally asymptotically stable. 

IV-5. Example 

To illustrate the above results with the least amount of algebraic 

manipulation, we selete the simple network of Fig.10 for our example. 

The linear part of network consists of a unit resistor in 

parallel with a unit capacitor. A voltage controlled nonlinear resistor 

which characteristic curve lying in the first and third quadrants is 

connected in parallel with its output terminal. The linear part of network 

(2) y-j consists of only one unit resistor. A charge controlled nonlinear 

,»(2W2)) 
..(2) 

capacitor with characteristics satisfying £ <- <oo is connected 

in parallel with its output terminal. Two lossless transmission lines, 
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with identical characteristic impedance Z^ normalized to unity and time 

delay link networks and Y^2^, 

.(2) 

As required, the nonlinear capacitor 

of is partitioned into a linear capacitor in series with a nonlinear 

capacitor. The notation used is clear from the figure. 

The systen equations (4-49), (4-50),(4-51) and (4-64) reduce in this 

case to 

' ’ '.(1) x 

w 

(1) 

(2) 

-1 

0 

-1 

0 

0 

0 

-1 

x 

w (2) 
+ 

1 0 U(l) u 

0 1 
~(2) u 

T
(1)(y(1)) +7 

i/2V2>) 
(l) 

.. 
0 

cr(2) 
z 

(4-105) 

|y(1)l 1 0 (1) Xs ' 

J 
0 1 

J2)! 

1 0 |x(1> 

I“(2)J 0 4 W(2)J 

0 0 

0 1 

<F(1)(y(1)) 

t
(2>(w<2>) 

(4-106) 

(4-107) 

0 0 0 
°1 

'u(1)(t) 1 -zo 0 0 

0 1 0 zo u(2)(t) 
~(1), v 

-h 
0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 u (t) 0 0 1 -zo 

1 0 zo 0 u<2>(0 
> 1 

0 0 0 0 
1 

y(1)(t) 

y^(t) 

€ w(2)(t) + ^(2)(w(2)(t)) 

^2)(t) 

0 1 0 -z 

0 0 0 0 

1 °-zo° 

0 0 0 0 

u^ (t-T) 

u(2)(t-x) 

u^(t-t) 

u(2)(t-x) 

0 0 0 0 

1 z0° 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 z 
0 

y(1)(t-T) 

7^ (t-t) 

GW(2) (t-t')+ t(2)(w(2)(t--t)) 

(2) z (t-z) 

(4-108) 
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Hence equation (4-83) now takes the form 

-z0 00 | (jw) 

e"JlOX 0 0 
0 

0 0 1 -zQ €0(2)(j^) +$(2)(j»i) 

0 0 e"3** Z0e-J
WX| 

^2)(j6J) | 

0 
- iiot 

e 0 -vji '^(JO) 
0 1 0 zo s<2)« 
- ioir 

e J 0 0 ( jW) 

1 0 zo 0 
i 

u(2)(j^)( 

The fact that 

y^ = an(j = Gw^(t) + ^2^(w^2^(t)) 

leads, after some manipulation to 

(4-109) 

(4-110) 

^(1) ~(1) , ~(2) ^(2). 
yv /= — u' * and uv = ~ zK ' 

(4-111) 

From this and the fact that Z^= 1, we deduce 

9/(j»> = 

—( 6 sinurc + j(eo sin u)r - 2 Q cos u>r)) A 2M 
"A 

-2j— T
,
((5 sintoc + 2 W cos toe ) 4- j(oi sin tX)*c - 4 cos arc)) 

A A 

(4-112) 

2 
where A- (5€~to)sin cor 4* 2i0(l+€) cos wr + j(co(14e) sin cut - 4 6 cos cor) 

By choosing 

a = l 0 
0 l 

^ : arbitrarily small positive number. (4-113) 
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Under the condition that (A4) is satisfied, the satisfication of our g.a.s. 

condition (4-98) is guaranteed. 

IV-6. Conclusion 

In the present chapter, global asymptotic stability conditions for a 

class of nonlinear networks interconnected by lossless transmission lines 

have been developed. Each of these networks is described by a set of equation 

of which Lurie system is a special case. 

The results are obtained under some of the practical constraints 

imposed by large scale electrical networks. 

t 
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Flg.l 

Linear interconnection of two Lurie systems. 

A Lurie system 
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Fig, 3 

An example. 

Region in parameter space in which the g.a.s. is 

ensured to hold. 
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Fig. 5 

Linear interconnection of two Lurie systems with time delay. 
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ycL parallel 

resistor ports. 

• • • 

J 

• • • 

, h -d series 
> J J 
resistor ports. 

• • • 

J 

i parallel 
> J 
capacitor 

ports. 
• • • 

J 

m -h $ series 
J J J 

inductor ports. 

General structure of the 
.th- 
J network (j) i 
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+ + 

v. 

0 

Fig* 8 

The variables associated with the X 
lossless transmission line. 

.(j) 

Typical characteristic opJ^(yV ), j=l,.. . ,n, i = 1,.. . ,h or 
7 JL X # J> ' 

(j)(w(j)>j jsi,...,]!, X =h.+l,...,m.-h.,of nonlinear element, 
r • J J J J 
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Network configuration for the example considered in Chapter IV. 

I 


